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TILT FRONT END • COWL VENT

COMPLETE FIBERGLASS DOG HOUSE

Fits 1953-1956. Requires crate and truck freight, call for quote. Nice
quality and fit.
Front end......................................................6550 ...........$1695.00 ea
Hinges..........................................................1549.................$75.00 pr
DIY, simple L bracket, mount to air deflector area, bolt sheet metal
together, hinge to frame

COWL VENT

COWL VENT HINGES
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Poorly fitting cowl vent? Is often just hinges, they are a little flimsy,
held on by tack welds, and take a lot of abuse. Sometimes just
easier to put new ones on.
1953-55....................................................0908-5355........$28.50 pr
1956.........................................................0908-56............$28.50 pr
Install screws, stainless............................80902-SS......... $1.50 set
Install screws, polished stainless.............80902-PS......... $2.50 set
COWL VENT REPAIR SCREEN............0904................$25.00 ea
Repair your torn screen with new piece, comes with pattern
COWL VENT RUBBER SEAL................0902..................$9.50 ea
Cowl vent seal installation, remove cowl vent, clean seal lip,
Use even layer of good weatherstrip adhesive, (our #3125 or
3m cement, clamp down until set, clothespins are handy. Cowl
vent can be adjusted both at the hinge screw point and most
importantly at handle support bracket. To adjust, shift vent in
elongated holes, if additional adjustment is necessary gently bend
the cowl hinge arms. I said gently. Weather-seal is bear to install,
it fits but you’ll swear it doesn’t.

COWL VENT PATCH PANEL

Eliminating your cowl vent, here is a handy patch panel to weld in,
then send in your old cowl vent and handle assembly for credit,
amount depends on how much you send in.
1953-55....................................................0901-5355.......$46.50 ea
1956....................................................................Call for availability

COWL VENT SUPPORT DASH TO FIREWALL BRACE

1953-55, includes installed taps...............0909-5355.......$28.50 ea
1956, includes installed taps....................0909-56...........$28.50 ea
Support brace mounting bolts..................80910...............$2.00 set

COWL VENT HANDLE KNOB
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Can be used with ‘53-55 handle by removing original rivets & knob
Handle, 1956............................................1008..................$6.00 ea
Handle to brace bolts...............................80907.................$1.00 pr
Handle bolt & washers, polished ss.........80908-PS.......... $3.90 kit
Goes through spring, includes acorn nut to cover threads
Handle to lift arm bolts, “moon”................80905-PS..........$4.50 ea
Handle tension spring...............................0922..................$8.50 ea
MODIFIED COWL VENT LIFT ARM.....3073................$15.00 ea
Sets arm over, is made to miss 1956 reversed under-dash wiper
motor, or other obstacles
POWER COWL VENT.............................0905.............. $185.00 kit
Motor, switch, wiring, & bracket assembly. Mounts to existing
stock cowl vent brace, if missing we have new ones, see above.
Send your old cowl vent handle and arm in for credit. Special
aluminum clevis and arm installed and ready, closes tight. Not just
a universal fit, this is made specifically for the truck.
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